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HONG KONG -- Markets in Hong Kong and Japan fell on Monday over fears of a growing U.S. recession, but China and India, the less mature emerging markets giant, continued to pose a downward trend by delivering modest gains. Hang Seng recovered half its morning losses ahead of the close, but
fell 340 points, or 1.2%, to 27,179, while China's Shanghai Composite Index was up 31 points, or 0.6%, to 5393. The total on the Shanghai Composite Index was 161.4 billion yuan, or $22.2 billion, which is about 2.5% shy of levels in October 2006, when the market reached a record high, while bombay
Sensitive Index racked up 108 points, or 0.5%, and hit an all-time high of 20,000 Indian shares led higher by ICICI Bank (IBN) - Getty Reports, which jumped 4.7%, to 1,285 rupees, after investors sought a bargain in an early-day swim. In Taiwan, Taiex fell 338 points, or 4%, to 7883, as traders said they
loaded heavy positions in electronic stocks such as Precision Hon Hai (HNHPF) and Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing (TSM) - Get Reports, anticipating weaker orders, Accuracy Hon Hai fell 6.3%, to T$171.50, while Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing plunged 7%, to T$55.80. South Korea's
Kospi fell in line with other Asian markets, down 1.8%, to 1831. Hong Kong is more likely to benefit from China, and is more likely to be hurt from the United States now, said Richard Lee, an analyst at Hong Kong's Core Pacific Yamaichi. In China, you are dealing with different groups of investors who are
more concerned with China itself, and who think the economy can benefit from the Olympics. Hong Kong's biggest losers were commodity stocks, as the price of gold fell to $862.10 an ounce vs. $863.20 on Friday, and crude oil, which lost 0.6%, to $97.33, by the end of Asian trading. PetroChina (PTR) -
Getty Reports dropped 2.3%, to HK$13.86, while shares in Sinopec Shanghai Petrochemical (SHL) were down 3.4%, to HK$11.26, after backing up big profits last week. Gold miners Zijin Mining (ZIJMF) and Sino Gold (SIOGF) fell 3%, to HK$13.04, and 3.6%, to HK$50.95, respectively. Financial stocks
were also faring badly at concerns over the global impact of U.S. employment data Friday. Hang Seng Bank (HSNGY) fell 1.9%, to HK$155.70, while parents of HSBC Holdings (HBC) slipped 1.8%, to a 2-year low HK$127.80, and China Life Insurance (LFC) - Get Reports slipping 2.7%, to HK$127.80,
and China Life Insurance (LFC) - Get Reports slipping 2.7%, to HK$127.80, and China Life Insurance (LFC) - Get Reports slipping 2.7%, to HK$127.80 , and China Life Insurance (LFC) - Get Reports slipping 2.7%, to HK$127.80, and China Life Insurance (LFC) - Get Reports 2.7%, to HK$127.80, and
China Life Insurance (LFC) - Get Report slipping 2.7%, to HK$127.80, and China Life Insurance (LFC) - Get Report slipped 2. Property stocks recovered in the afternoon session on the news that the U.S. Federal Government could reduce the 50-point rate by the end of January. Conglomerate Swire



Pacific (SWRAY) jumped 3.6%, to HK$111.8, while Cheung Kong (CHEUY) rose 1.9%, to HK$147, and Hang Lung Properties (HLPPY) recoooped from losses to close 1% lower, at HK$34.15. China-related stocks were also down from today's selloff. Railway controller MTR Corp (MTRJY) jumped 9.1%,
to HK$34.90, as the Chinese railway company was rejected higher by China Railway, which rose 2.1%, to HK$11.60, and was the day actively traded stocks. China Railway rose on reports that the company won 22 billion yuan, or $3 billion, in an undisclosed contract on the mainland. Domestic capitals
are sitting on the sidelines, as well as foreign capitals, which are still awaiting stabilization of the US subprime, said Jackson Wong, investment manager at Tanrich Securities in Hong Kong. Chinese consumer stocks and Hong Kong property stocks would be better off performing than Hang Seng as a
whole, until volumes rise. The volume in Hang Seng is HK$113.5 billion, or $14.6 billion vs. HK$99.8 billion, or $12.8 billion on Friday. But Wong said that sums should reach HK$150 billion ($19.2 billion) a day before they can be considered aggressive and large purchases enter the market. Core Pacific
Yamaichi's Lee says that Hang Seng will continue to trade between the 25,000-point band and 28,000 points for now. In China, stocks are widely acquired, except for banking stocks, which fell on profit takings, and Air China (AIRYY) and China Eastern Airlines (CEA) - Get Report, which was down 1%, at
28.89 yuan, and flat, at 20.63 yuan, after reports surrounded that shareholders in China Eastern would reject the sale of the $920 million Airline shares to Singapores If the deal is rejected, Air China will make a counter-bid, the company announced yesterday. In Japan, the Nikkei hit a fresh 17-month low
for the second straight session, ending 190 points, or 1.3% lower, at 14,500. Share prices shaken most of all large indexes in Asia by Friday's selloff on Wall Street, and by a strong yen. The yen gained 0.5% against the dollar in Asian trading, to 109.44, but remained weaker than the 110 benchmarks.
Nintendo (NTDOY) led the sale, shedding 5.7%, to 59,900 yen, despite a report by Japanese game magazine Enterbrain that the Wii overcame Sony's Playstation 3 by more than 3-to-1 in Japan over the holiday season. The magazine said that the Wii sold 774,123 units compared to 232,421 units for the
Playstation. Shares in Sony (SNE) - Get The Report up 0.7%, to 5,830 on bargain hunting, however. Among other exporters, Kobe Steel (KBSTY) lost 0.3%, to 346 yen, while Honda (HMC) - Get Reports, sliding 0.8%, to 3570 yen, but Canon (CHARGE) - Get The Report followed by Sony ahead, up
0.2%, to 4950 Weekly Nikkei reported this weekend that japan's share of GDP fell 4%, to $4.4 trillion, and that the country's share of growth economically globally is now at a 24-year low. In contrast to the rest of the world, it also predicted fears of deflation in 2008. Daniel M. Harrison is a business
journalist who specializes in European and emerging markets, in particular Asia. He has an MBA from BI, Norway and a blog on He lives in New York. One thing that distinguishes Hong Kong other than the great lands of China and the British colonial government that ended with its surrender in 1997 is its
own Cantonese cuisine. Parts of southern southern Canton Guangdong) the region, this powerful metropolis—comprising two parties, Hong Kong Island and Kowloon, plus a handful of small islands—is the mother ship for some of the most recognizable and accessible Chinese dishes you'll find in the
West, in its most valid form (including some nouveau and evolved versions!). Here are 10 special dishes of Hong Kong cuisine to try, from budget-friendly and traditional in the challenge to their wallet-busting, incarnations of a good meal. 01 of 10 d3sign / Getty Images Not so many dishes overall concept-
dozens of small food items and can be shared a la tapas, traditionally served from trolleys moving throughout restaurants or tea-dim sum houses are Hong Kong institutions (and Cantonese). Although usually considered a matter of breakfast or midday meal, dim sum is Hong Kong along with all-day
breakfast and can also be found on several dinner menus throughout the city. Staples include braised saucy chicken legs (a.k.a. Phoenix Claws), lambing shrimp with lutsinar rice flour skins, lambing soup (xiao long bao), kastard egg crads, and steamed, fluffy war sugar cake (ma lai go). For traditional
(and very propriety!) Experience Dim Sum, try Kennedy Town's Sun Hing (open from 3 a.m to 4 p.m..m.!) and, at the Busy Center, Lin Heung Tea House. For generations to come, despite the playful take, try Social Places, Yum Cha, and Dim Sum Icons (the last pair of milk custard, with cartoon faces,
appear to throw up in it which is delicious!). And for the splurge on the elegant and high Dim Sum with stunning views, make a booking at two Michelin stars Tin Lung Heen, cordis Hotel which is one of the Michelin stars of Ming Court, and the iconic newly upgraded Mandarin Oriental Hotel, Michelin-
starred Man Wah (reopened in 2021). Go on to 2 out of 10 below. 02 of 10 Sellwell/Getty Images A variety of succulent roasts known as siu mei, from pork belly to goose, can often be seen in Hong Kong restaurants and street food outlets dang from hooks and slings. One of the most treasonous is char
siu: barbecue, caramelized pork that gets amber red color and sweetness rather than being smoked in a mixture of five spices, a mixture of sos, garlic, and more. Chopped into pieces and served on rice, it is a delicious food everywhere, but Mott 32 raises the level of char siu and kelazatan experience
with Primo Iberico Pork and yellow mountain honey. Also, try this excitement with this easy-to-hold, steamy bun incarnation, char siu bao. Go on to 3 out of 10 below. 03 out of 10 Literally different Haiwans!—rather than Beijing ducks, cantonese roast goose is one of Hong Kong's most addictive and most
addictive staples Soft and toothless with a perfect combination of skinny and rich fat, the perfect roast goose should lack the excitement and grandiose taste of the smoking ground. For more than 60 years, Michelin's starring yet completely unassuming Yat Lok (which Anthony Bourdain stanned for)
served the goose perfectly with no rice or noodles and soup, while almost Yung Kee uses a charcoal oven for a touch of magic, while you can also take part of their famous Century Egg. Proceed to 4 of 10 below. 04 of the 10 Keiko Iwabuchi/Getty Images Like Hong Kong equivalent to a Jewish math ball
soup, this soothing cure-all grandmother can be maintained and comfortable (and bears little resemblance to Western Chinese restaurant soup wonton). Usually, it requires thin spring egg noodles and folded sacs such as goldfish containing pork, spoons, or both, in obvious soups (flounder is a substance
that is not so secret in some of the best bowls) by complementing the covered green onions. Ho Hung Kee awarded by Ho Hung Kee at Causeway Bay is a long-standing favourite, while Central's Tsim Chai Kee offers wonton Plump King Prawn and spicy options. Just make a connection at Hong Kong
International Airport? There is a Ho Hung Kee location here, and wonton noodles in Cathay Pacific's business lounge and first class are free and delicious! Proceed to 5 out of 10 below. 05 out of 10 Sellwell/Getty Images This name may seem confusing—bolo bao in Cantonese—because this sweet and
furry bunch does not contain fruit. Instead, the name comes from the similarity between its golden brown, the top like a cookie, and an outer layer of pineapple. Her soft body and dough is often served with slabs of ice butter or sweet patches and other shines. Just about every bakery, cha chaan teng
(teahouse), and pineapple dinner stock, the most famous tai Tung Bakery clogged Kam Wah. To take new contemporary, Cronut creator Dominique Ansel recreates Dan Wen Li (opened in 2020 in Kowloon's Tsim Sha Tsui district), which recreates Hong Kong street food staples in sweet, cheeky ways,
photogenic top classes, elegant, and gluten-free with coconut mouse, salted marscapone cream, and lush jam Continue to 6 out of 10 below. 06 of the 10 Cheryl Chan/Getty Images Bo jai fans in Cantonese, and self-descriptive, Clay Pot Rice can be supplemented with a variety of meats and vegetables
that taste rice underneath, while its brutal lower layer—traditionally formed from a cooked pot in a heated oven-based charcoal- especially teeth and ovens heated by charcoal-especially Kwan Kee's teeth is the Michelin holder of the Gourmand Bib thanks to chewing and fragrances of a mixture of three
rice and varieties including white eels and beef and eggs with Chinese sausages, while the relatively spacious Casserole Buddies (at Tseung Kwan O) offer a combination of Continue to 7 out of 10 below. 07 out of 10 CHI WAI CHEVY WAN/Getty Images Like roasted ducks, chicken, and goats, pigeons
are found across Hong Kong, but red and crispy fried squabs are More material-driven techniques and versions (la Beijing Duck), and are usually reserved for special occasions including weddings, birthdays and new years. You don't have to wait though! Embracing a powerful locavore ethos, Legacy
House at Rosewood Hotel serves top ranked Crispy Crispy Pigeons on both a la carte menu and taste the stunning views of the harbor as a backdrop. Continue to 8 out of 10 below. 08 out of 10 Sellwell/Getty Images Usually spelled shumai in English (and pronounced shoo-my), these small level sizes,
open dumping are favorites in Dim Sum and street vendors. While many detours exist around China, the Cantonese version of Hong Kong usually contains a patch of pork, mushrooms, or mushrooms, with little red or orange-hued fish or crabs on top for color. Mott 32's delicious dining venue offers
luxurious, Iberico pork addicted to quail eggs and black truffle shumai, while Holt's Cafe at the Rosewood Hotel—a pretty waterfront opening 2020—includes mushrooms and pork in a favourite mix of large-scale HK teahouses and European comforts (such as Fish &amp; pork Chips and BLTs). Continue
to 9 out of 10 below. 09 out of 10 Skyimages/Getty Images Rare is a may slab without a cracked slab, a decade of cantonese roasted pork belly fat (siu yuk) just waiting to be chopped into a cubes or rectangle and elevated with a dipping sauce. Although best known for its grilled goese, michelin-starred
Kam serves an equally delicious and unpretentious siu shark, and other grilled meats. For Instagram-worthy, clean, art presented cubes with crispy yellow chocolate tops that you'll dream of for years, getting to the stylish Mott 32 or Duddell and contemporary art-minded. Proceed to 10 of the 10 below. 10
of the 10 teas Ivan Milk/Getty Images may be synonymous with Hong Kong, yet the sweet combination of both milk and coffee tea served either hot or iced is a delicious, locally popular variation. Also translates as a yuan that, yaunyang, and yuenyeung, a mixture of bite from black and round tea from the
java makes for the perfect morning or a pick-me-up afternoon. Coordinated by tourists and locals (you can't miss the line), the 58-year-old Lan Fong Yuen chaan teng is famous for filtering out assam's old school style combination of tea through silk stockings, and Yuan Yang is worth a wait (you can do
takeaways). takeaway).
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